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About This Game

Sol 0 is a real time strategy game where you establish the first Martian colony. From the first human footprints on Martian soil
to a thriving and self-sustaining colony, Sol 0 imagines a near future using technology that could be available within the next few

decades. Make use of minerals and resources across the Martian surface to expand from the first exploratory rover to an
independent frontier.

From Chondrite Games, Sol 0 gives players the ultimate chance to take on the challenges inherent in pushing the boundaries of
space exploration and habitation. Grow food, extract water, build habitats, generate electricity, evade unpredictable Martian

weather, mine natural resources, and construct increasingly complex and sophisticated colony bases.

Challenging simulation

You’ll be faced with balancing food and water needs, oxygen and energy supplies, natural resource collection, and preparing for
weather disasters including meteorite impacts and dust storms. Prioritize the supplies you bring to ensure your colony’s survival.

Become independent from Earth

The technology featured in Sol 0 is inspired by concepts currently being developed and deployed for Martian exploration. From
water and mineral extractors, rovers with fine-tuned instruments, and biology labs that cross-breed bacterial strains from Earth’s

extreme environments to increase food production on Mars, the available tools reflect an ever closer reality.
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Explore Mars and worlds beyond

Ice caps, lava plains, and arid equatorial regions each offer distinct challenges to success, and randomly generated maps provide
extended playability. Build custom maps using the Sol 0 Map Editor, and share your creations with other players.
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Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Chondrite Games
Publisher:
Chondrite Games
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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